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Olivier Lamm (o.lamm), Stéphane Laporte (Domotic) and Davide Balula
Three musicians courtesy of the Parisian Active Suspension label, are also

constituting and active agents of the plastic and sonic intervention structure called
L’appareil.



L.A. BRANISCH
An active and sonic installation/ intervention

by L’appareil

« L’appareil » and L.A. Branisch propose passive/active, closed/open
sonic interventions, halfway between a reinvented concert and an active installation.

The unit can transplant onto any type of venue / building
to reveal the most intimate details of its sonic life.

An exclusively in situ project, L.A. Branisch establishes a sonic
connection with the architecture, with the help of sonic sensors
interspersed all around in the location, and, whenever possible, the
building as a whole, most particularly its fluxes conducers (the
plumbing and system of pipes, the ventilation system, ground coverings,

walls…). They are to be exposed, exploited and abused in a multi-part performance, the
number of parts of which may possibly vary from one performance to the other:

First, the secret sonic activities of the place, and the possible
movements occurring, are to be exposed and filtered through a stand-
alone installation of three computers and a P.A. system, where musical
softwares interact in an autonomous manner with any occurring
sonic event. A mere singing microphone should also be put at the free
disposal of the audience, for people to interfere in the most direct way

possible with the apparatus, and for the latter to be literally readable and comprehensible
without further additional mediation.

Then , the super  should occur: the trio needs to play and
experiment with the partitions of the place, with the peculiar
resonances of the location, by having the walls vibrate in the most
intense possible way. This was experimented at the occasion of L.A.
Branisch’s first performance at Le Plateau, in Paris, with a very simple
apparatus of guitar, bass and drums, and a great number of amplifiers:

a performance more likely to be felt than assiduously attended by the visitors dwelling in the
gallery, beyond any problematic of representation, which should take place in an exiguous,
closed up room.

Eventually, the central, core part of the performance, is an
active and improvised interaction with the location by the three
agents, using the electronic sonic apparatus exposed here above, and,
ideally, true electronic constructions using edited sonic details
collected on the location preliminarily: i.e., a real-time treatment and

filtering of the hidden (see here above) or obvious (sounds voluntarily or involuntarily emitted
by the audience and visitors) sonic activities of the place.

Additional installations and devices, also associated to the musical parcours, extend
the subtle weaving knot by the invisible textures of L’appareil.



Halfway between an instant musical compositional interaction with the location and its
occasional inhabitants and a stand alone plastic installation, an intervention of L.A. Branisch
is multiple-fold, both excluding and beseeching the audience, both active and passive, macro
and micro, mysterious and comprehensible.

L.A. BRANISCH : Biographies :

Stéphane Laporte, Davide Balula and Olivier Lamm are also involved in several other
projects mingling music, performance and artistic transversality. The Section Amour (FR) is
a large ensemble based on the interaction between a collective of artists and a homemade
chef d’orchestre software, that was already invited for a one week residency at the Halles de
Schaerbeek of Bruxelles, in november 2004 (see www.sectionamour.net). The Shobo Shobus
Japan Tour 2005 (FR, JP) is an immersion/reaction itinerary project for six musicians and
artists in a unique urban environment, that of Japan (see www.shoboshobo.com), which will
stroll around Japan during the summer of 2005.

S t ép h an e  La p or te ,  a . k . a .  D OM OTI C
Born in 1978 in Marseille./ Lives and works in Paris. / Sound engineer/musician.

Graduated in 2001 (Master in Sound and Image Technics at the
Université de Bretagne occidentale, Brest). Created Domotic in 2000, a
project devoted to some kind of pop renewal, blending advanced
technology and analog bricolage. Delicate, naïve, complex, intricate, a
kind of ideal electronic reverie (three albums released on Active
Suspension: "Byebye", "Smiles Again", "Ask for Tiger" ; several tours
and concerts all around the world, in Germany, U.K., Japan, Belgium…)
From 2002 to 2004, collaboration with the Ici Même Collective

(Grenoble) for the  "Ici e(s)t ailleurs" ongoing project (realized the archive CD coming with the "Les
paysages étaient extraordinaires" book (2004). In 2003, was selected to partake in the wandering
Sound installation « Audiolab » (Centre Pompidou, Palais de Tokyo, Nordic Institute for
Contemporary Arts, Lisbon Design Fair, Berlin .ipeg…) Involved in several other collective musical
projects (Section Amour, Black’n’Mate) including L.A. Branisch (« Heavy Bricks, Wall of Sound &
Mobile Home for a Spiral Tiger Device », at Le Plateau, FRAC Ile de France, Paris).
http://deafbeat.free.fr



Ol iv i er  La mm a . k . a .  O. L A MM
Born in 1979 in Paris. / Lives and works in Paris. / Musician/journalist.

Electronic musician. Uses softwares, love, and snow and blends
them to make music.  Likes crazy digital abstraction as much as pop
music, and cannot distinguish between the two. Released several records
on Active Suspension ("Snow Party", "Matière à Micrométrie", « My
Favorite Things », "Six Residua" with Sutekh, "Hello Spiral"...).
Ongoing collaborations with Black’n’Mate, Section Amour, Minifer (as
YMO ESB/Miniflamm…), L.A. Branisch Invited to participate to
numerous compilations and sonic revues (Musica Falsa, FFWD...).

Numerous concerts in France and abroad (Japan, Serbia, Belgium, UK, Germany...). In January 2004,
composed the soundtrack for the Shiki video installation by Yuki Kawamura, presented at the Vooruit
Art Center in Gent, in Belgium. Invited in the fall of 2004 as lecturer at the Consortium on new
technologies of the French Embassy in Japan, at ICC, Tokyo.
http://www.olamm.tk

D A V I D E B A LU LA
Born  in 1978 in Annecy. / Lives and works in Paris. / Contemporary artist & musician.

Folksinger, gifted songwriter, conceptual juggernaut,
experimentated experimentator, Davide Balula is all of these things at
the same time. His music blends guitar digressions and electronic
wizardry, unified through the mingling textures of his frail voice and
words. Graduated in 2004 from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Arts de
Paris-Cergy and in 2004  from the École Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs
de Strasbourg. Participated to numerous collective exhibitions (in 2002-
2004: « PNUT », Paris; « ECOUTE», at the Centre Pompidou, Atelier

des enfants, « Heavy Bricks, Wall of Sound & Mobile Home for a Spiral Tiger Device » (with L.A.
Branisch) Le Plateau, FRAC Ile de France; « Active Suspension at Vooruit », Vooruit Art Center,
Gent;  Avril.dot, Confluences, Paris; « Espace Daylight », La Vitrine, Paris; « Imposture », Console,
Paris; « Betrug », Loop Gallery, Berlin). Released several records ("Pellicule", "Solide Ha") on Active
Suspension, toured in France and abroad (Japan, Belgium, Serbia, Portugal, Italy...)
http://davide.balula.free.fr
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